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Start with 5 pieces of locline joined with a threaded

locline piece.

Cut a piece of tubing long enough to cover the laser

and two of the locline pieces.

The wire for the laser is thread through the tubing and

into the locline, coming out the threaded end of the

locline.
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Push the tubing over the laser and over the locline tub-

ing, making sure the laser is pushed into the locline.

There should be 3 pieces of locline tubing visible. This

amount of tubing allows the lasers to be pointed any-

where from the ground to the horizon but no higher,

preventing the lasers from being accidently pointed at

aircraft.

Use hoseclamps to keep the laser, tubing, and locline

all mounted together.

A connector is made using a washer, �tting, and

threaded tube. This connector is mounted to the

threaded portion of the locline tubing.

Assemble three more of these arms.
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The pelican case will need several holes cut into it. On

the top of the case, cut 4 holes that line up with the

mounting holes for the pipe �ange. This can be done

by clamping the pipe �ange onto the pelican case and

carefully drilling through.

On the bottom of the case, holes for stando�s that will

hold the PCB's later are mounted. These are oriented

so that the thumbscrews will grip the PCB without

touching any of the components on the board.

Thumbscrews hold the stando�s in place, and epoxy is

used to prevent water from getting into the holes.

Assemble the mounting by taking a 6-inch PVC and

mounting it to the pipe �ange using PVC cement.
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The other half of the mounting is made of 6 inch PVC

with a pipe clamps mounted on either end.

With the holes drilled, the pipe �ange can be mounted

to the pelican case. The 4 laser arms are used for this

purpose by being fed through the pipe �ange, into the

pelican case, and mounting the nut on the inside of the

case.
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Note that the nut has a recessed side. The recessed side

should be touching the pelican case when mounting all

of the arms.

Repeat for all 4 arms.

Attach the �nal mounting piece to the PVC �ange.
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